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EUROPEAN PRODUCER OF HIGH QUALITY PV PANELS
20 YEARS PRODUCT WARRANTY!
COMPANY
Established in Alsace, France, VOLTEC SOLAR is a
manufacturer of very high quality solar panels. The
use of best-quality components and an ultramodern
production line, where our employees'technical expertise
can be put to good use, means, VOLTEC SOLAR is able to
leverage the many advantages of being located in Alsace:
manufacturing excellence, competitive pricing and
positioned in the heart of Europe.
VOLTEC SOLAR was founded by a team of shareholders with substantial experience in manufacturing and international
sales, which they have used to tackle an ambitious new challenge - to make VOLTEC SOLAR into a European benchmark
for the design and manufacture of solar panels.
The company was created in December 2009, with production starting on March 2010 in state-of-the-art facilities and
with a dedicated R&D team. With financial backing amounting to tens of millions of Euros, VOLTEC SOLAR concentrates
all their tangible and human resources to a progressive and sustainable development with the goal of multiplication
for the years to come.
SERVICES
-- French manufacturer of PV modules
-- Market leading 20 years product warranty and 25 years output warranty.
-- ISO 9.001 and ISO 14.001 certified.
-- Family owned mid-size company with longterm focus.
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VOLTEC SOLAR
PRODUCTS
-- The components of VOLTEC SOLAR’s modules are
recognized for their excellence, their outstanding
output and superior quality
-- VOLTEC SOLAR assembles only rigorously qualified
mono and poly cells
-- Poly modules (60 cells) up to 270 Wp, Mono modules
310 Wp

-- 60 / 72 Cells Modules
-- White, Full Black and Transparent Modules
-- Glass-Glass Modules

REFERENCES

CHAUMONT, FRANCE
Installed capacity: 3,6 MWp

DUPPIGHEIM, FRANCE
Installed capacity: 0,8 MWp

MURECK, AUSTRIA
Installed capacity: 1 MWp

BRASOV, ROMANIA
Installed capacity: 2,5 MWp

INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE
VOLTEC SOLAR benefits from a very central location in the heart of Europe that allows a great connection with their clients.
VOLTEC SOLAR offers high performance PV modules to EPC, operating worldwide :
-- Ground-mounted powerplants
-- Carports
-- Hybrid device
-- Pumping systems
-- Mobile PV Systems
-- Roof installations
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